
PROFESSIONAL DETAILING & RECONDITIONING PRODUCTS

MORE CHOICES.
BETTER RESULTS.
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Founded in 1947, Car BriteTM  is one of 
North America’s most innovative and 
respected manufacturers in the
professional automotive reconditioning 
industry.  Satisfied customers in auto 
dealerships, auto auctions, body shops, 
car washes, detail shops and marinas 
worldwide can attest to the high quality 
and excellent service of Car Brite.

Distributor Network

Car Brite products are distributed 
throughout the U.S. and Canada through
an exclusive network of distributors.  
Recognized as the largest and most 
knowledgeable team in the industry,  
Car Brite distributors not only deliver 
products but provide services including:

•  PRODUCT SALES AND TRAINING
•  EQUIPMENT AND SAFETY TRAINING
•  PROCESS ANALYSIS
•  COST REDUCTION MANAGEMENT

COMPANY OVERVIEW
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Car Brite SELECT is more than a product line. It is a SYSTEM developed to assist 
dealerships:

• Control costs with a built-in proportioning system

•  Ensure compliance with local, state and federal regulations

 - All products are VOC compliant, phosphate and nonylphenol ethoxylate-free (NPE)

 - SDS ring binder attached to rack

• Effectively train employees with a turn-key system that helps ensure a quality  

      job and consistent process.

 - Color-coded products and labels help reduce confusion and missuse

 - Video training provided along with supporting waterproof shop poster to

       reinforce process

• Organize the detail bay with a custom designed mobile rack (pictured at right).

CAR BRITE     SELECT
COLOR-CODED SYSTEM

 RACK & PROPORTIONER
1.  Spray bottle rack
2.  Area for SDS Binder
3.  Specially designed SELECT
     proportioner
4.  Heavy-Duty construction to carry
     all necessary Car Brite products
5.  Removable Drip Tray
6.  Heavy-Duty Casters

NAMENAME NAMEPART #SIZE SIZE PART #

Body Shop safe

TM TM

Exterior/Interior
Cleaner/Degreaser

Acid Wheel Cleaner

Tire & Trim Gel

All Purpose Dressing
(Silicone Free)

Car Soap (not shown)

Exterior Bio SolventNon-Acid Wheel & Tire Cleaner

Tire & Trim Dressing 

All Purpose Dressing

Glass Cleaner

Wipe & Shine™

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:
55 Gal:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:
55 Gal:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:
55 Gal:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:
55 Gal:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:
55 Gal:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:
55 Gal:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:
55 Gal:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:
55 Gal:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:
55 Gal:

594105
593835
593836

593723
593724
593726

676279
676335
676334

702190
702261
702262

797022
593714
593716

782683
782686

777786
777791
777794

593712
593775
593635

593728
593730
593831

594101
593902

593840
594392
594395

1. 2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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CAR BRITE     SELECT
PAINTED SURFACE CARE SYSTEM

NAME SIZE DESCRIPTIONPART #

TM TM

Car Brite SELECT Painted Surface Care System 
complements the proven and trusted SELECT Cleaning 
& Detailing Sytem by rounding out the offering with a 
compound, polish and wax/sealant. The versatility and 
performance of these products make them easy-to-use with 
little training required.  And, they consistently deliver 5-Star 
results regardless of experience.

CUTTING COMPOUND
P1000 Sand Scratch Removal & High Shine

CB01B102-02

CB01B101-02

CB01B100-0232 OZ.

32 OZ.

32 OZ.

•    Diminishing Abrasive Technology allows for  
      multi-stage buffing in one step.
•    Low-dust formula for quick and easy clean-up
•    Water-based formula provides a long                   
      working window

•    Silicone-free, body shop safe

POLISH 

P3000 Sand Scratch Removal &

Hologram-Free Shine

•    Diminishing Abrasive Technology allows for  
      multi-stage buffing in one step.

•    Low-dust formula for quick and easy clean-up

•    Water-based formula provides a long             
      working window

•    Silicone-free, body shop safe
SEALER WAX

Liquid Glaze & Protectant •    Synthetic polymer & carnauba blend provides  
      a deep, lasting shine & protection against UV  
      and deposits

•    Low-dust formula for quick and easy clean-up

6 1/2” Heavy
Cut Foam Pad 
CBA008

6 1/2” Lamb’s 
Wool Cutting/
Polishing Pad
CBA0011

6 1/2” Lamb’s 
Wool Cutting/
Polishing Pad 

CBA0011

6 1/2” Medium
Polish Foam Pad 
CBA009

6 1/2” Final Finish
Foam Pad 

CBA0010

PADS TO BE USED WITH PAINTED SURFACE CARE SYSTEM (BY PRODUCT)
CUTTING COMPOUND POLISH SEALER WAX



Omni Brite™
  Concentrated
  (1:4 - 1:15)
  Heavy Duty General        
  Purpose Cleaner

Blue Max™
  Concentrated
   (1:4 - 1:10)
  Medium Duty General   
  Purpose Cleaner

Citrus MP
  Concentrated
  (1:4 – 1:10)
  Light Duty General   
  Purpose Cleaner

Multi-Purpose
Cleaner 
  Concentrated 
  (1:4 – 1:10)
  Medium Duty General   
  Purpose Cleaner

M 50
  Concentrated 
  (1:4 – 1:10)
  Light Duty General    
  Purpose Cleaner

Road Paint
Remover Wipes

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:
55 Gal:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:
55 Gal:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:
55 Gal:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:
55 Gal:

5 Gal:
55 Gal:

6 Pack

780506
780508
780509

CBOOE004-03
CBOOE004-05-S5
CBOOE004-09

CBOOE013D03 
CBOOE013D05-S5
CBOOE013D09

780550
780581
780582

CBOOE004F05-S5
CBOOE004F09

CBOOU064-22

A heavy duty, water-based general purpose biodegradable cleaner for-
mulated with CleanGredients® listed surfactants.  This versatile cleaner 
is strong enough to remove exterior grime, bugs and deposits and is 
excellent for sensitive interior fabrics when diluted further.  Great for 
removing road salt from vehicle interiors.  Phosphate & NPE-free.

A medium duty, water-based, general purpose cleaner with a citrus 
scent.  Features, high penetrating foam that is formulated for both 
exterior and interior use.  For a clinging gel with enhanced cleaning 
strength, mix with The Converter (F002A).  NPE-free.

A light duty, water-based, general purpose cleaner with a citrus scent.  
Excellent for countertops and other shop surfaces.  Phosphate &
NPE-free.

A purple, concentrated, medium duty, water-based,
multi-purpose cleaner.

A light duty, water-based, general purpose cleaner with a citrus scent.  
Features, high penetrating foam that is formulated for both exterior 
and interior use.  

Pre-saturated, VOC compliant, towels that remove road paint, paint 
overspray, tree sap, tar, bug residue, urethanes, adhesives, and rubber-
ized undercoating from cured clear coat finishes.

NAME SIZE PART # COLOR DESCRIPTION

GENERAL PURPOSE CLEANING
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Hot Stuff™ with  
Cinnamon 
  Concentrated 
  (1:5 – 1:15)
  Super Duty Degreaser

Hot Stuff™
  Concentrated 
   (1:5 – 1:15)
  Heavy Duty Degreaser  

Power2Clean™
  Concentrated
   (1:4 – 1:15)
  Medium Duty Degreaser

Clean All™
  Concentrated (1:5)
  Medium Duty Degreaser

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:
55 Gal:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:
55 Gal:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:
55 Gal:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:
55 Gal:

CBOOE007K03
CBOOE007K05-S5
CBOOE007K09

CBOOE007-03
CBOOE007-05-S5
CBOOE007-09

CBOOE043G03
CBOOE043G05-S5
CBOOE043G09

CBOOE002-03
CBOOE002-05-S5
CBOOE002-09

A super duty, water-based, general purpose cleaner/degreaser with 
a cinnamon scent and low foaming action.  This robust blend of 
alkali builders and surfactants help break the bond of the toughest 
grime while holding it in suspension for an easy rinse.  NPE-free.

A heavy duty, water-based, general purpose cleaner/degreaser 
with a low foaming action.  NPE-free.

A medium duty, water-based, general purpose biodegradable clean-
er/degreaser that removes oil, grease and grime from all vehicle 
exterior surfaces.  Safe for oil/water separators. 
Phosphate & NPE-free.

A medium duty, water-based, general purpose cleaner/degreaser 
with a citrus scent formulated to remove oil, grease and grime from 
all vehicle exterior & interior surfaces.  NPE-free.

NAME SIZE PART # COLOR DESCRIPTION

WATER-BASED DEGREASERS
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SOLVENT-BASED CLEANERS

Take Off™
  Body Prep Solvent

All Sol™
  Body Prep Solvent

All Sol™ 2
  Body Prep Solvent

Eradicator™
  Body Prep Solvent

Eradicator™ 2
  Body Prep Solvent

Body Prep Solvent

Lacquer Thinner

Adhesive Remover

Adhesive Remover 2

Sap Remover

The Converter™
  Cleaner/Degreaser  
  Enhancer

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:
55 Gal:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:
55 Gal:

55 Gal:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:
55 Gal:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:
55 Gal:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:
55 Gal:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:
55 Gal:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:

4/1 Gal:

5 Gal:

CBOOF003-03
CBOOF003-05-S5
CBOOF003-09

CBOOF004-03
CBOOF004-05-S5
CBOOF004-09

CBOOFV04-09

CBOOF006-03
CBOOF006-05-S5
CBOOF006-09

CBOOFV06-03
783450
CBOOFV06-09

CBOOFV10-03
CBOOFV10-05-S5
CBOOFV10-09

777706
777707
777708

CBOOF007-03
CBOOF007-05-S5

CBOOFV07-03
CBOOFV07-05

CBOOF013-03

CBOOF002A05

A body prep solvent formulated to remove grease, tar and wax 
from exterior surfaces.  Also great for removing petroleum-based 
stains from fabric. 

A fast drying body prep solvent formulated to remove grease, tar 
and wax from exterior surfaces.  Also great for removing
petroleum-based stains from fabric.

A fast drying body prep solvent formulated to remove grease, tar 
and wax from exterior surfaces.  Also great for removing
petroleum-based stains from fabric  

A body prep solvent formulated to remove grease, tar and wax from 
exterior surfaces.  Formulated using a blend of highly refined solvents 
and detergents to deliver our most powerful body prep solvent.  

A body prep solvent formulated to remove grease, tar and wax from 
exterior surfaces.  Formulated using a blend of highly refined solvents 
and detergents to deliver our most powerful body prep solvent.   

A fast drying body prep solvent formulated to remove grease, tar 
and wax from exterior surfaces.  Also great for removing
petroleum-based stains from fabric.  

A blend of solvents used to thin engine paint.   

A solvent that safely removes decal and label glue from painted 
and chrome surfaces. 

A solvent that safely removes decal and label glue from painted 
and chrome surfaces. 

A solvent that removes tree sap from painted surfaces, glass 
and chrome. 

A heavy-duty, solvent-based degreaser formulated to be mixed 
with Blue Max (E004) to produce a thick, clinging gel for enhanced 
cleaning power.  Great for heavy duty equipment or vertical
surfaces when added cling time is important. 

NAME SIZE PART # COLOR DESCRIPTION
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Wheel Acid
   Concentrated (1:10)
    Heavy Duty
    Acid Wheel Cleaner

White Lightning™
   Ready-To Use
    Medium Duty
    Acid Wheel Cleaner

Mag & Aluminum 
Brightener
   Concentrated
   (1:1 – 1:15)
    Acid Metal Brightener

HD Wheel Cleaner
   Concentrated (1:4)
    Heavy Duty Acid-Free
    Wheel & Tire Cleaner

XTR™ Wheel & Tire 
Cleaner
   Ready-To-Use
   Extreme Duty Acid-Free  
    Wheel & Tire Cleaner

Acid-Free Wheel & 
Tire Cleaner
   Concentrated (1:4)

Morgan Whitewall
   Concentrated (1:1)
    Whitewall Cleaner

Whamo™
   Concentrated (1:1)     
    Whitewall Cleaner

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:
55 Gal:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:
55 Gal:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:
55 Gal:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:
55 Gal:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:
55 Gal:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:
55 Gal:

5 Gal:
55 Gal.

4/1 Gal: 
5 Gal:
55 Gal:

CBOOE011M03
CBOOE011M05-S5
CBOOE011M09

CBOOE011J03
CBOOE011J05-S5
CBOOE011J09

CBOOE011A03
CBOOE011A05-S5
CBOOE011A09

CBOOE013F03
CBOOE013F05-S5
CBOOE013F09

780585
780586
780587

777701
777703
777704

CBOOE001A05-S5
CBOOE001A09

CBOOE001-03
CBOOE001-05-S5
CBOOE001-09

A heavy duty, etching wheel cleaner formulated to clean and 
brighten chrome, clear coated, and mag wheels.  Also safe for use 
on plastic wheel covers.  Do not use on PVD, anodized, or uncoated 
aluminum wheels.  Contains HF.

A medium duty, etching wheel cleaner formulated to clean and 
brighten chrome, clear coated, and mag wheels.  Also safe for use 
on plastic wheel covers.  Do not use on PVD, anodized, or uncoated 
aluminum wheels.  Contains HF.

A medium duty, acid-based metal cleaner formulated to clean and 
brighten chrome, magnesium, and aluminum wheels and plated 
accessories.  Great for diamond plate and other soft metals.  
Do not use on PVD, anodized, or uncoated aluminum wheels.    
Contains HF.

A heavy duty, acid-free, low foaming wheel and tire cleaner
formulated to clean all wheel types and tires.  Safe for use on
PVD wheels.

An extreme duty, acid-free, high foaming wheel and tire cleaner 
formulated to clean all wheel types and tires.  Safe for use on
PVD wheels.    

A medium duty, acid-free wheel and tire cleaner formulated to clean 
all wheel types and tires.  Safe for use on PVD wheels. 

A medium duty whitewall cleaner formulated to remove scuff 
marks, dirt, grease and road film from tires and whitewall.  

A heavy duty whitewall cleaner formulated to remove scuff marks, 
dirt, grease and road film from tires and whitewall.   Great for 
removing factory blue whitewall protectant.    

NAME SIZE PART # COLOR DESCRIPTION

WHEEL & TIRE CARE
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SOAPS

Sudsing Car Soap
   Super Concentrated        
  (2oz/5 gal)
   Car Soap

Cherry Bomb™
   Concentrated 
   (5oz/5 gal)
   Car Soap

Cherry Bomber™
   Concentrated 
   (5oz/5 gal)
   Car Soap

Auto Shampoo & Wax
   Super Concentrated   
   (2oz/5 gal)
   Car Soap With Wax

Carolina Wash ‘N Wax     
   Concentrated 
   (5oz/5 gal)
   Car Soap With Wax

Econo Wash ‘N Wax™    
   Concentrated 
   (5oz/5 gal)
   Car Soap With Wax

Grape Suds™    
   Concentrated 
   (5oz/5 gal)
   Car Soap

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:
55 Gal:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:
55 Gal:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:
55 Gal:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:
55 Gal:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:
55 Gal:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:
55 Gal:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:
55 Gal:

CBOOD040G03
CBOOD040G05-S5
CBOOD040G09

CBOOD017A03
CBOOD017A05-S5
CBOOD017A09

783532
CBOOD017J05-S5
CBOOD017J09

CBOOD040F03
CBOOD040F05-S5
CBOOD040F09

CBOOD017B03
CBOOD017B05-S5
CBOOD017B09

CBOOD040E03
CBOOD040E05-S5
CBOOD040E09

CBOOD017D03
CBOOD017D05-S5
CBOOD017D09

A liquid soap with a cherry fragrance.   Enhanced surfactants and 
cleaning agents provide great foaming action to hold deposits in 
suspension for a scratch-free rinse.

A thick liquid soap with a cherry fragrance.  Provides long lasting 
suds for a scratch-free rinse.  Due to viscosity, not recommended 
for use with proportioners

A liquid soap with a cherry fragrance.  Excellent for use with 
proportioners.

A liquid soap with a citrus fragrance.  Wax infused formula 
provides a “just waxed” look while promoting a sheeting action to 
reduce water spots.

A liquid soap with a cherry fragrance.  The micro-emulsion of 
pure carnauba wax delivers a thin, durable protective coating for 
excellent sheeting action and a “just waxed” look while promoting 
superior sheeting action to reduce water spots.

A liquid soap with wax and a banana fragrance.

A liquid soap with a grape fragrance. 

NAME SIZE PART # COLOR DESCRIPTION
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COMPOUNDS

Workout™
   Heavy Compound

Workout 1000™
   Medium Compound

Workout 1500™
   Light Compound

Black Pearl™ 1
   Heavy Compound

Black Pearl™ 2
   Medium Compound

Black Pearl™ 3
   Light Compound

Trilogy™ 1
   Compound

SELECT™ 1
   Cutting Compound

12/32 oz.:
4/1 Gal:

12/32 oz.:
4/1 Gal:

12/32 oz.:
4/1 Gal:

12/32 oz.:

12/32 oz.:

12/32 oz.:

4/1 Gal:

32 oz.:

CBOOB090-02
CBOOB090-03

CBOOB065-02
CBOOB065-03

CBOOB060-02
CBOOB060-03

CBOOBP01-02

CBOOBP02-02

CBOOBP03-02

CBOOB065103

CBOOB100-02

A body shop safe compound that removes up to 600 grit sanding 
scratches and oxidation from all painted surfaces.    

A body shop safe compound that removes up to 1000 grit
sanding scratches and oxidation from all painted surfaces.

A body shop safe compound that removes up to 1500 grit
sanding scratches and oxidation from all painted surfaces.

A body shop safe compound with a spicy cinnamon fragrance 
that quickly removes heavy (up to 1000 grit) scratches, oxidation 
and orange peel from painted surfaces with minimal residue.

A body shop safe compound with a cake batter fragrance that 
removes moderate surface imperfections (up to 1200 grit) with 
minimal cleanup.

A body shop safe compound with a banana fragrance that 
removes light (up to 1500 grit) scratches, blemishes and oxidation 
while generating a deep gloss, staying “open” longer for extended 
buff time.

A creamy, body shop safe, oil-based compound formulated to 
remove 1200 to 1500 grit wet sand scratches, moderate 
oxidation and orange peel from factory and refinished single stage 
paint and clearcoat. The low-dust formula makes for fast and easy 
clean-up.  Silicone-free.

Removes scratches and nibs on repaired or original painted 
surfaces. Abrasive crystals break down during buffing cycle 
creating refined polishing agents for a high gloss. The easy-to-use, 
water-based, low-solvent formula provides an extended buffing 
window with limited dust and residue for easy clean-up. And it’s 
silicone-free, making it safe for body shop applications.

NAME SIZE PART # COLOR DESCRIPTION
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CLAY BARS, FALLOUT REMOVERS &
WATER SPOT REMOVERS

NAME SIZE PART # COLOR DESCRIPTION

Metallic Fallout 
Remover
  Ready-To-Use
   Metallic Fallout Remover

Metallic Fallout 
Remover Gel
   Ready-To-Use
   Metallic Fallout Remover

Surface Clarifier
  Concentrated (1:2)
   Water Spot Remover

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:
55 Gal:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:
55 Gal:

CBOOE038E03
CBOOE038E05-S5
CBOOE038E09

CBOOE038-03
CBOOE038-05-S5

CBOOE111-03
CBOOE111-05-S5
CBOOE111-09

A clear liquid containing oxalic acid that effectively removes metallic 
fallout particles embedded in painted surfaces.  

A thick, slow drying gel containing oxalic acid that effectively 
removes metallic fallout particles embedded in painted surfaces.  
The clinging gel is excellent for vertical surfaces.  

A clear, acid-based liquid that effectively removes water spots from 
painted, chrome and glass surfaces.  Contains HF 
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CLAY BARS, FALLOUT REMOVERS &
WATER SPOT REMOVERS (Cont.)

Paint Correction Mitt
   Fine Grade (Blue)
   Medium Grade (Yellow)

Paint Correction Towel
   Fine Grade (Blue)
   Medium Grade (Yellow) 

Paint Correction Pad
   Fine Grade (Blue)
   Medium Grade (Yellow) 

Brite Stik™ Purple
   Heavy Cut Clay Bar

Brite Stik™ Gray
   Light Cut Clay Bar

Paint Correction Pad 
Hand Strap

12/1 case:

12/1 case:

12/1 case:

6/1 case:

6/1 case:

12/1 case:

12/1 case:

12/1 case:

12/1 case:

835172

835120

835118

756703

756702

835173

835171

835119

835117

The Car Brite Paint Correction pads, mitts and towels provide 
an alternative to clay bars with an advanced rubber polymer 
technology that removes surface contaminants.  Unlike clay bars, 
no kneading is required and the pad can be rinsed with water to 
remove contaminants.  Plus, large surface areas are faster than 
clay and lasts up to 4 times longer!  Pads work with most orbital 
polishers with hook and loop backing.    

A heavy cut clay bar that safely removes paint overspray and 
other contaminants from painted, chrome and glass surfaces.   

A light cut clay bar that safely removes paint overspray and other 
contaminants from painted, chrome and glass surfaces.

Hand strap for use with Paint Correction Pad.   

13
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TRILOGYTM 3-STEP PAINT RESTORATION SYSTEM 
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Trilogy™ 1
   Compound

4/1 Gal: CBOOB065103 A creamy, body shop safe, oil-based compound formulated to 
remove 1200 to 1500 grit wet sand scratches, moderate 
oxidation and orange peel from factory and refinished single stage 
paint and clearcoat. The low-dust formula makes for fast and easy 
clean-up.  Silicone-free.

NAME SIZE PART # COLOR DESCRIPTION

Trilogy™ 2
   Polish

Trilogy™ 3
   Finishing Polish

4/1 Gal:

4/1 Gal:

CBOOB060103

CBOOA045103

A creamy, light-cut, body shop safe, oil-based polish formulated to 
remove 1500 to 2000 grit wet sand scratches, light oxidation and 
light scratches from factory and refinished single stage paint and 
clearcoat. The low-dust formula makes for fast and easy clean-up.  
Silicone-free.

A creamy, light-cut, body shop safe, oil-based finishing polish 
formulated to remove swirl marks and micro-scratches after 
polishing. It provides a deep, rich shiine and high reflection to 
factory and refinished single stage paint and clear coat. The low-
dust formula makes for fast and easy clean-up.  Silicone-free. It is 
recommended to follow-up this step with your favorite Car Brite 
sealant/wax.



BLACK PEARLTM PAINTED SURFACE CARE

NAME SIZE PART # COLOR DESCRIPTION

Black Pearl™ 1
   Heavy Compound

Black Pearl™ 2
   Medium Compound

Black Pearl™ 3
   Light Compound

12/32 oz.:

12/32 oz.:

12/32 oz.:

CBOOBP01-02

CBOOBP02-02

CBOOBP03-02

A body shop safe compound with a spicy cinnamon fragrance 
that quickly removes heavy (up to 1000 grit) scratches, oxidation 
and orange peel from painted surfaces with minimal residue.

A body shop safe compound with a cake batter fragrance that 
removes moderate surface imperfections (up to 1200 grit) with 
minimal cleanup.

A body shop safe compound with a banana fragrance that 
removes light (up to 1500 grit) scratches, blemishes and oxidation 
while generating a deep gloss, staying “open” longer for extended 
buff time.

Black Pearl™ 4 
   Premium Polish

12/32 oz.: CBOOBP04-02 A body shop safe polish with a grape fragrance that removes 
light (up to 2000 grit) scratches, oxidation and swirl marks while 
providing a deep, rich gloss.  Its thick, creamy formulation is 
extremely easy to use with minimal clean-up.

Black Pearl™ 5
   Final Finish Sealant

A body shop safe paint sealant with watermelon fragrance that 
provides an intense shine and preserves gloss.  Great for use on 
new paint as product will not prevent the curing process.

12/32 oz.: CBOOBP05-02

A high performance line that’s as good for the people using 

it as it is for the paint they use it one.  Car Brite’s Black Pearl 

collection offers a range of compounds, a premium polish 

and a final finish, all specially formulated to deliver superior 

results with less work.

Black Pearl products:
•    Remove even deep scratches and heavy oxidation

•    Reduce or eliminate swirl marks, producing superior      
      shine in fewer steps

•    Are body shop-safe and VOC compliant

•    Buff easily and clean up quickly

•    Feel good and smell great

•    Save time, increasing shop profits
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POLISHES & GLAZES

Crystal Shine™
   High-Gloss – Oxidation   
   & Swirl Mark Remover

Final Finish
   One Step Finishing
   Polish & Wax

Sleek™
   Dark Paint - Oxidation &  
   Swirl Mark Remover

Workout 2000™
   Finishing Polish

Laser Brite™
   Mild Polish & 
   Protectant

Black Pearl™ 4 
   Premium Polish

12/32 oz.:
4/1 Gal:

12/32 oz.:
4/1 Gal:

12/32 oz.:
4/1 Gal:

12/32 oz.:
4/1 Gal:

12/32 oz.:
4/1 Gal:

12/32 oz.:

CBOOA022-02
CBOOA022-03

783527
725222

CBOOA039-02
CBOOA039-03

CBOOA045-02
CBOOA045-03

CBOOA048-02
CBOOA048-03

CBOOBP04-02

A mildly abrasive finishing polish that removes light scratches, 
oxidation and swirl marks while providing a deep, rich gloss.    

A liquid finishing polish & wax that combines a blend of carnauba, 
synthetic wax elements and mild abrasives that removes light sur-
face imperfections while restoring luster.  The blend of natural and 
synthetic wax creates a durable, protective barrier in one step.

A mildly abrasive finishing polish that removes light scratches, 
oxidation and swirl marks while providing a deep, rich gloss to 
dark paint.  

A body shop safe, mildly abrasive finishing polish that removes up 
to 2000 grit sanding scratches from all painted surfaces.

A mildly abrasive, durable, finishing polish that removes light 
scratches, oxidation and swirl marks while providing a deep, rich 
gloss.  Chemically-bonded silicones provide added protection and 
durable gloss.  A great “one step” finishing polish.

A body shop safe polish with a grape fragrance that removes 
light (up to 2000 grit) scratches, oxidation and swirl marks while 
providing a deep, rich gloss.  Its thick, creamy formulation is 
extremely easy to use with minimal clean-up.

NAME SIZE PART # COLOR DESCRIPTION
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POLISHES & GLAZES (Cont.)

Cutting Glaze 
   Oxidation & Swirl Mark  
   Remover

Phaze Glaze
   Oxidation & Swirl Mark  
   Remover

Power Pak 
   Mild Polish

Metal Brite
   Metal Polish

4/1 Gal:

4/1 Gal:

4/1 Gal:

12/32 oz.:

CBOOA047-03

CBOOA056-03

CBOOA004-03

CBOOB050-02

A moderately abrasive glaze that removes excessive swirl marks 
and light-to-medium scratches and oxidation.

A moderately abrasive glaze that removes excessive swirl marks 
and light-to-medium scratches and oxidation.

A mildly abrasive polish that removes light to moderate
imperfections providing a deep, rich gloss.

A light paste formulated to clean and protect chrome, aluminum, 
magnesium, stainless steel and fiberglass surfaces.

NAME SIZE PART # COLOR DESCRIPTION

Trilogy™ 2
   Polish

Trilogy™ 3
   Finishing Polish

4/1 Gal:

4/1 Gal:

CBOOB060103

CBOOA045103

A creamy, light-cut, body shop safe, oil-based polish formulated to 
remove 1500 to 2000 grit wet sand scratches, light oxidation and 
light scratches from factory and refinished single stage paint and 
clearcoat. The low-dust formula makes for fast and easy clean-up.  
Silicone-free.

A creamy, light-cut, body shop safe, oil-based finishing polish 
formulated to remove swirl marks and micro-scratches after 
polishing. It provides a deep, rich shiine and high reflection to 
factory and refinished single stage paint and clear coat. The low-
dust formula makes for fast and easy clean-up.  Silicone-free. It is 
recommended to follow-up this step with your favorite Car Brite 
sealant/wax.

CB01B101-0232 OZ.SELECTTM 2
  Polish

Removes scratches and restores luster of painted surfaces 
with a hologram-free gloss in a single step. The easy-to-use, 
water-based formula provides an extended buffing window 
with limited dust and residue for easy clean-up. And it’s 
silicone-free making it safe for body shop applications.

17
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WAXES & SEALANTS 

Weather Shield™
   Liquid Paint Sealant

NanoWax™
   Liquid Wax

Final Finish
   One Step Finishing   
   Polish & Wax

TropiGlo™
   Liquid Cleaner Wax

Paint Sealant
   Liquid Paint Sealant

12/32 oz.:
4/1 Gal:

12/32 oz.:
4/1 Gal:

12/32 oz.:
4/1 Gal:

12/32 oz.:
4/1 Gal:

4/1 Gal:

CBOOA065-02
CBOOA065-03

783529
CBOOA036Q03

783527
725222

783603 
CBOOA050B03

CBOOK001-03

A paint sealant fortified with synthetic resins and a triple-silicone 
blend that creates an extremely durable protective barrier and
lustrous shine.  Protect s finishes from sun, salt, acid rain,
industrial fallout and the adhesion of grease, tar, insects and
bird droppings.

An easy-to-use polymer-based wax formulated with advanced
nano-technology.  Nano sized carnauba wax particles fill 
scratches traditional waxes can’t providing an incredible depth
of gloss with little residue.

A liquid finishing polish & wax that combines a blend of carnauba, 
synthetic wax elements and mild abrasives that removes light 
surface imperfections while restoring luster.  The blend of natural 
and synthetic wax creates a durable, protective barrier in one step.

A carnauba-based, cleaner wax with a tropical fragrance that 
cleans and protects in one step, producing a deep, lasting shine.

A paint sealant fortified with synthetic resins to protect finishes 
from sun, salt, acid rain, industrial fallout and the adhesion of 
grease, tar, insects and bird droppings.

NAME SIZE PART # COLOR DESCRIPTION

Black Pearl™ 5
   Final Finish Sealant

A body shop safe paint sealant with watermelon fragrance that 
provides an intense shine and preserves gloss.  Great for use on 
new paint as product will not prevent the curing process.

12/32 oz.: CBOOBP05-02



Butter Wax™
   Liquid Wax

SELECTTM 3
   Sealer Wax
   

Fast Wax
   Express Cleaner Wax

Shake & Shine™
   Express Cleaner Wax

12/32 oz.:
4/1 Gal:

12/32 oz.:

12/32 oz.:
4/1 Gal:

4/1 Gal:

CBOOA007-02
CBOOA007-03

CBOOB102-02

CBOOA036-02
CBOOA036-03

CBOOA095-03

A cream wax with a banana fragrance that provides a deep,   
“wet look” with moderate protection.

Produces a protective barrier and deep, lustrous gloss to painted 
surfaces. A blend of silicone, carnauba wax and mild abrasives 
work together to remove light imperfections while protecting 
against the adhesion of bird droppings, grime and water spots.

A cream wax containing mild abrasives, cleaners, silicone and 
lubricants that removes minor paint imperfections and fills fine 
scratches for a deep shine.  Fast drying time and low powder.

A biphasic, express cleaner wax with a tropical fragrance that
produces a glass-like finish in minutes.  It quickly removes light 
road grime while filling swirl marks and hairline scratches for a 
lustrous shine.  An excellent choice for Express Detailing.

NAME SIZE PART # COLOR DESCRIPTION
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WAXES & SEALANTS (Cont.)

Easi-Off™ Blue
   Paste Cleaner Wax

Easi-Off™ Yellow
   Paste Wax

A paste wax containing mild abrasives, silicone and carnauba wax 
that removes minor paint imperfections and fills fine scratches for 
a deep, rich shine and durable protection.   

A paste wax containing silicone and carnauba wax that fills fine 
scratches for a deep, rich gloss and durable protection. 

12/16 oz.:

12/16 oz.:

CBOOA009-01

CBOOA010-01



Quick Seal
   Biphasic Cleaner Wax

Finish Shine
   Body Shop Safe
   Quick Detailer

Snappy Shine
   Quick Detailer

NanoWax™ Spray 
   Liquid Spray Wax

A biphasic, fast drying, express cleaner wax that removes light 
surface contaminants while filing swirl marks and hairline scratches 
for a lustrous shine.  An excellent choice for Express Detailing.

A body shop safe, quick detailer with a jasmine fragrance.
Quickly removes dust, smudges and fingerprints from painted 
surfaces for a showroom shine.  A great lubricant for clay bar and 
paint correction mitts, towels or pads.

A spray-on, wipe-off express detailer great for removing smudges 
and fingerprints for a showroom shine.  Also great as a clay-bar or 
Paint Correction lubricant.

An easy-to-use carnauba spray wax with a French vanilla
fragrance.   Nano-size carnauba wax particles fill the finest 
scratches that traditional spray waxes can’t.  No dry time, hazing 
or discoloring of trim.  Great for use on dark paint.

NAME SIZE PART # COLOR DESCRIPTION

12/32 oz.:
4/1 Gal:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:

4/1 Gal:

CBOOA002T02
CBOOA002T03

CBOOA018G03
CBOOA018G05-S5

CBOOA018-03
CBOOA018-05-S5

CBOOA094-03

SPRAY WAX & DETAILERS
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Wax As-U-Dry™ 
   Hygroscopic Spray Wax

Element Shield™ DA
   Concentrated (1:10)     
   Protectant & Rinse Aid

Spray Wax
   Concentrated (1:10)
   Sealer & Rinse Aid

Tropical Gloss
   Aerosol
   Express Cleaner Wax

An easy-to-use liquid carnauba-based wax with a bubblegum 
fragrance.  Formulated to be used on wet or dry surfaces.  Its 
unique hygroscopic properties allow the wax to mix with water 
for fast, one-step wax as you dry.   It can be used on all exterior 
surfaces without any risk of “whiteout”.   

A body shop safe spray-on, rinse-off protectant with a peach 
fragrance formulated for use on all exterior surfaces. 
QUAT technology helps keep vehicle cleaner – longer, virtually 
eliminating dry time and water spots.

A body shop safe spray-on, rinse-off sealer and rinse aid that adds 
gloss and promotes water sheeting to minimize water spots.    

An easy-to-use wax with a tropical fragrance containing mild 
abrasives, cleaners, silicone and lubricants that fills fine scratches 
for a deep shine.  Extremely fast drying time and virtually no 
powder.  Excellent for smooth exterior plastic surfaces.

NAME SIZE PART # COLOR DESCRIPTION

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:

12/15 oz.:

CBOOA096-03
808899

780980
781073

CBOOA030-03
CBOOA030-05-S5

CBOOA069-18

SPRAY WAX & DETAILERS (Cont.)
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INTERIOR CLEANERS & PROTECTANTS

X3™ Fabric Cleaner & 
Protectant
   Ready-To-Use
   Fabric Cleaner,
   Protectant & Deodorizer

Brite Spot™
  Concentrated (1:4)
   Bio-Enzymatic
   Interior Cleaner

Carpet & Upholstery 
Cleaner XD
   Concentrated (1:10)
   Interior Cleaner

Extractor HD™
   Concentrated (1:30)
   Extractor Fluid

Fabric Guard
   Ready-To-Use
   Fabric Protectant

A triple-action fabric cleaner formulated to clean, protect and
deodorize seats, carpets and upholstery in one step. It quickly 
removes contaminants from automotive fabrics, leaves a protective 
barrier that prevents staining, and neutralizes malodor molecules.  
Great for today’s automotive fabrics, headliners and seatbelts.

An enzyme-based spot remover with an herbal fragrance that 
removes protein, petroleum and organic-based stains from carpet 
and upholstery.  

A high foaming, carpet and upholstery cleaner with a citrus 
fragrance that removes dirt, grime and other organic stains from 
interior fabrics. 

A low foaming, extraction fluid with a citrus fragrance that removes 
dirt and grease from carpets and upholstery.  Can be used in an 
extractor or by hand.

A protectant for upholstery and carpet that protects against soiling, 
staining, color fading and excessive wear.  Great also for use on:  
convertible tops, tents, rainwear and fabric sofas.

NAME SIZE PART # COLOR DESCRIPTION

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:
55 Gal

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:
55 Gal

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:
55 Gal

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:
55 Gal

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:

565511
565512
627107

CBOOE050-03
CBOOE050-05-S5
CBOOE050-09

780543
780544
780545

CBOOE045-03
CBOOE045-05-S5
CBOOE045-09

CBOOK015-03
CBOOK015-05-S5

22
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Xtra Duty
   Aerosol
   Interior Cleaner

Xtra Duty Plus
   Aerosol 
   Bio-Enzymatic
   Interior Cleaner

Upside-Down
Xtra Duty
   Aerosol
   Interior Cleaner

Upholstery & Carpet 
Cleaner
   Aerosol
   Interior Cleaner

See Spot Go
   Aerosol
   Spot Remover

A dry foaming, interior cleaner with mint fragrance that cleans vinyl, 
leather, rubber, plastic and fabric surfaces without saturating
the fabric.      

A spearmint scented, high foaming bio-enzymatic cleaner for use 
on vinyl, leather, rubber and fabric.  It removes protein-based stains 
including blood, milk, wine, vomit, urine and feces.  Cleaning agents 
help lift the surface stain while enzymes continue to dissolve
embedded stains and odor-causing molecules for up to 80 hours.    

A dry foaming, interior cleaner with mint fragrance that cleans vinyl, 
leather, rubber, plastic and fabric surfaces without saturating the 
fabric.  Special spray head allows the can to be used upside down 
for hard to reach places.

A dry foaming carpet and upholstery cleaner that cleans and
deodorizes in one step without saturating fabrics.  Special spray 
head allows the can to be used upside down for hard to
reach places.

A fabric cleaner with a tropical fragrance and a powerful jet spray 
that removes both oil and water-based stains on contact.  Removes 
grease, tar, coffee, cola, urine, polish, ink, lipstick and blood.  An 
excellent pre-spot treatment.

12/19 oz.:

12/19 oz.:

12/19 oz.:

6/16 oz.:

12/18 oz.:

CBOOE006-18

CBOOE006B18

CBOOE012-18

CBOOE180-22

CBOOE019-18

NAME SIZE PART # COLOR DESCRIPTION

INTERIOR CLEANERS & PROTECTANTS (Aerosols)

CLEAR



SIZESIZE

SIZE

SIZE SIZE

FRAGRANCEFRAGRANCE

FRAGRANCE

FRAGRANCE FRAGRANCE

PART #PART #

PART #

PART # PART #

Terminator™ Odor Eliminators
  Ready-To-Use
  Deodorizer

Odor Eliminator Fogger
  Aerosol
  Single Use Deodorizer

A VOC compliant, odor neutralizer that eliminates offensive odors from vehicle interiors.  

A fogging aerosol that safely eliminates offensive odors from vehicle interiors without leaving a residue.
It contains Ordenone®, a concentrated compound that works on “contact” to entrap malodor molecules. This unique 
product material “surrounds” malodor molecules such as mercaptans, sulfides, amines and certain aldehydes to 
permanently encapsulate them within the ORDENONE structure. Ideal for a single vehicle service.

A single or multi-use, VOC compliant, odor neutralizer that eliminates offensive odors form vehicle 
interiors or small rooms.  Deodorizes up to 6,000 cu. ft.  

578512
578560
578578

CBOOE018A03

569029 569105

752237
866484

CBOOE018B03

569030 569104

E13612
866456
CB00022

CBOOE018D03 
CBOOE018D05-S5         

569103

E13613

CBOOE018E03    

E13611
569102

CBOOE018F03

E13614
866492

CBOOE018L03

E13615
866491

NAME DESCRIPTION

DEODORIZERS

Green Apple

Fresh Linen Berry-licious 

Green Apple 
Sea Breeze 

Fresh & Clean
New Car
Tropical Escape

Wild Cherry

Fresh Air Vanilla

Cinnamon 
Ocean Fresh 
Cucumber Melon

Citrus Fresh

Mango

Bubble Gum 

New Scent

Mountain Air
Lemon Attack 

Simply Fresh

New Car 
Autumn Mist 

Mango

Citrus
Black Diamond 

Odor Eliminator Fogger
  Aerosol
  Single or Multi-Use Deodorizer

24

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:

4/1 Gal:

4/1 Gal:
4/1 Gal:
4/1 Gal:

12/1.5 oz.:

12/5.0 oz.: 12/5.0 oz.:

12/5.0 oz.:
12/5.0 oz.:

12/5.0 oz.:
12/5.0 oz.:

12/5.0 oz.:
12/5.0 oz.:

12/5.0 oz.:
12/5.0 oz.:

12/5.0 oz.:
12/5.0 oz.:
12/6.0 oz.:

12/5.0 oz.:

12/5.0 oz.:
12/5.0 oz.: 12/5.0 oz.:

12/1.5 oz.:
12/1.5 oz.:

4/1 Gal:
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LEATHER CARE

Leather Cleaner & 
Conditioner
  Ready-To-Use

Leather Conditioner
  Ready-To-Use

Leather & Plastic 
Cleaner
  Concentrated  (1:10)

A leather cleaner and conditioner with a leather fragrance that 
removes dirt, grease and grime from leather surfaces while
replenishing the leather’s natural oils in one step.

A thick, creamy off-white leather conditioner with a leather 
fragrance formulated with a rich blend of lanolin, mink oil and 
neatsfoot oil that replenishes the leather’s natural oils providing 
suppleness and durability to the leather without an oily residue.

A water-based leather and plastic cleaner that removes dirt, grease 
and grime from leather and interior plastic surfaces.  Also great for 
interior rubber and vinyl.

NAME SIZE PART # COLOR DESCRIPTION

12/32 oz.:
4/1 Gal:
5 Gal.:

12/32 oz.:
4/1 Gal:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal.:

CBOOC044L02
CBOOC044L03
CBOOC044L05-S5

783531
CBOOC046-03

CBOOE021-03
CBOOE021-05-S5



AEROSOL CARPET & VINYL DYES

Kolor Kote™
  Aerosol
  Carpet & Vinyl Dye

A comprehensive line of VOC compliant, fast drying, aerosol dyes that 
restore faded and discolored carpet and vinyl. 

NAME SIZE

PART #PART # COLOR COLOR

DESCRIPTION

12/11.5 oz.:

Colors include:

  White        E12001

  Off White       E12002

  Beige        E12003

  Desert Tan       E12004

  Doeskin       E12005

  Cappuccino       E12006

  Light Brown       E12007

  Sand        E12008

  Tan        E12009

  Chocolate       E12010

  Brown        E12011

  Khaki        E12012

  Chestnut       E12013

  Light Blue Metallic      E12014

  Sky Blue       E12015

  Medium Blue       E12016

  Blue       E12017

  Deep Blue       E12019

  Dove Gray       E12020

  Light Gray       E12021

  Silver Metallic       E12022

  Gray Metallic       E12023

  Dark Gray Metallic      E12024

  Gray        E12025

  Carbon Gray       E12026

  Dark Gray       E12027

  Flagstone       E12028

  Charcoal Gray       E12029

  Tawny Gray       E12030

  Black        E12031

  Red        E12032

  Autumn Red       E12033

  Dark Red       E12034

  Burgundy       E12035

  Deep Green       E12036

  Light Beige       851627

  Dark Charcoal Gray      851628

  Parve Beige       864427

  Woodward Tan       864348

  Vintage Tan       864349

  Taupe Gray       864429

  Dark Greige       864430

  Greige        864428
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AEROS0L DRESSINGS

Inside-Out Detailer
   Aerosol
   High-Gloss Dressing

Quick Cover™
Detail Spray
   Aerosol
   High-Gloss Dressing

Quick Kote™
   Aerosol
   High-Gloss Dressing

Non-Silicone
Dressing Spray
   Aerosol
   Body Shop Safe        
   Dressing

An easy-to-use, fast-drying, silicone coating with a cherry fragrance 
that helps hide scuffs on plastic and vinyl surfaces.  Its aerosol 
delivery makes it excellent for use on consoles, vents and other hard 
to reach places.

A premium, fast-drying, silicone coating with a melon fragrance 
that helps hide scuffs on plastic and vinyl surfaces.  Its aerosol 
delivery makes it excellent for use on consoles, vents and other hard 
to reach places.

An easy-to-use, fast-drying, silicone coating with a melon fragrance 
that helps hide scuffs on plastic and vinyl surfaces.  Its aerosol 
delivery makes it excellent for use on consoles, vents and other hard 
to reach places.

An easy-to-use, fast-drying, silicone-free coating with a melon 
fragrance that helps hide scuffs on plastic and vinyl surfaces.  Its 
aerosol delivery makes it excellent for use on consoles, vents and 
other hard to reach places.

NAME SIZE PART # COLOR DESCRIPTION

12/10 oz.:

12/13.5 oz.:

12/12 oz.:

12/11 oz.:

CBOOG008C22

CBOOG008D22

846562

CBOOG008G22

CLEAR

CLEAR

CLEAR

CLEAR



WATER-BASED DRESSINGS

Cherry Shine
   Concentrated
   (Up to 1:4)
   High-Gloss
   All-Purpose Dressing

Wet
   Concentrated
   (Up to 1:4)
   High-Gloss
   All-Purpose Dressing

Super Dress-It-All
   Concentrated
   (Up to 1:1)
   High-Gloss 
   All-Purpose  Dressing

Ultimate WB
   Ready-To-Use
   High-Gloss
   All-Purpose Dressing

Carolina Hi-Gloss
   Ready-To-Use
   High-Gloss 
   All-Purpose Dressing

Ultimate WB LT
   Ready-To-Use
   High-Gloss
   All-Purpose Dressing

A premium, water-based, all-purpose dressing with a cherry 
fragrance that produces a high gloss finish while helping protect 
rubber, plastic and vinyl interior and exterior surfaces.  Conditioning 
agents help protect against sun and wear by restoring moisture, 
keeping surfaces soft and pliable.

A water-based, all-purpose dressing that produces a high gloss 
finish while helping protect rubber, plastic and vinyl interior and 
exterior surfaces.  Conditioning agents help protect against sun and 
wear by restoring moisture, keeping surfaces soft and pliable.    

A thick, water-based, all-purpose dressing that produces a high 
gloss finish while helping protect rubber, plastic and vinyl interior 
and exterior surfaces.  Conditioning agents help protect against sun 
and wear by restoring moisture, keeping surfaces soft and pliable.

A thick, water-based, all-purpose dressing with a cherry fragrance 
that produces a high gloss finish while helping protect rubber, 
plastic and vinyl interior and exterior surfaces.  Conditioning agents 
help protect against sun and wear by restoring moisture, keeping 
surfaces soft and pliable.

A water-based, all-purpose dressing with a cherry fragrance that 
produces a high gloss finish while helping protect rubber, plastic 
and vinyl interior and exterior surfaces.  Conditioning agents help 
protect against sun and wear by restoring moisture, keeping
surfaces soft and pliable.

A low temperature, thick, water-based, all-purpose dressing with 
a cherry fragrance that produces a high gloss finish while helping 
protect rubber, plastic and vinyl interior and exterior surfaces.  
Conditioning agents help protect against sun and wear by restoring 
moisture, keeping surfaces soft and pliable.  Designed for use in 
cold temperatures.

NAME SIZE PART # COLOR DESCRIPTION

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal.:
55 Gal.:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal.:
55 Gal.:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal.:
55 Gal.:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal.:
55 Gal.:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal.:
55 Gal.:

55 Gal.:

CBOOC004L03
CBOOC004L05-S5
CBOOC004L09

781397
781398
791396

CBOOC044T03
CBOOC044T05-S5
CBOOC044T09

CBOOC045B03
CBOOC045B05-S5
CBOOC045B09

CBOOC004T03
CBOOC004T05-S5
CBOOC004T09

CBOOC045F09
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WATER-BASED DRESSINGS (Cont.)

Protect All
   Ready-To-Use
   Satin Finish
   All-Purpose Dressing

Galaxy Plus

Special Protect All    
   Ready-To-Use
   Satin Finish
   All-Purpose Dressing

Like New
   Concentrated (1:4)
   Body Shop Safe
   All-Purpose Dressing

Revive™
   Ready-To-Use
   Bumper & Trim Dressing

Revive™ 2
   Ready-To-Use
   Bumper & Trim Dressing

A water-based, all-purpose dressing that produces a satin finish 
while helping protect rubber, plastic and vinyl interior and exterior 
surfaces.  Conditioning agents help protect against sun and wear by 
restoring moisture, keeping surfaces soft and pliable.

A low viscosity, water-based, all-purpose, high-gloss dressing with a 
sweet pea fragrance..

A water-based, all-purpose dressing with a cherry fragrance that 
produces a satin finish while helping protect rubber, plastic and vinyl 
interior and exterior surfaces.  Conditioning agents help protect 
against sun and wear by restoring moisture, keeping surfaces soft 
and pliable.

A water-based, all-purpose dressing formulated without silicone for 
use in body shop applications.  Provides a lustrous shine to rubber, 
plastic and vinyl interior and exterior surfaces.

A high-gloss bumper and trim dressing that restores the luster to 
faded bumpers and exterior trim.

A high-gloss, bumper and trim dressing that restores the luster to 
faded bumpers and exterior trim.

NAME SIZE PART # COLOR DESCRIPTION

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal.:
55 Gal.:

5 Gal.:
55 Gal.:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal.:
55 Gal.:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal.:
55 Gal.:

12/32 oz.:
4/1 Gal.

12/32 oz.:
4/1 Gal.

CBOOC004-03
CBOOC004-05-S5
CBOOC004-09

CBOOC004U05-S5
CBOOC004U09

CBOOC004F03
CBOOC004F05-S5
CBOOC004F09

CBOOC006-03
CBOOC006-05-S5
CBOOC006-09

CBOOC010A02
CBOOC010A03

CBOOCV10A02
CBOOCV10A03
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SOLVENT-BASED DRESSINGS

Purple Dressing
   High-Gloss Tire Dressing

Purple Dressing 2
   High-Gloss Tire Dressing

Quest Supreme
Blue 2
   High-Gloss Tire Dressing

HyperShine™
   High-Gloss Tire Dressing

Brite Shine
   High-Gloss Tire Dressing

Brite Shine 2
   High-Gloss Tire Dressing

HyperShine™ 2
   High-Gloss Tire Dressing

A premium, fast-drying, high-gloss tire dressing with a grape fra-
grance that provides a deep, rich shine and protective barrier to tires 
and other exterior rubber and plastic surfaces.

A premium high-gloss tire dressing with a grape fragrance that 
provides a deep, rich shine and protective barrier to tires and other 
exterior rubber and plastic surfaces.

A high-gloss tire dressing that provides a deep, rich shine and
protective barrier to tires and other exterior rubber and
plastic surfaces.

A premium, fast-drying, high-gloss tire dressing with a berry
fragrance that provides a deep, rich shine and protective barrier to 
tires and other exterior rubber and plastic surfaces.

A high-gloss tire dressing with a bubblegum fragrance that provides 
a deep, rich shine and protective barrier to tires and other exterior 
rubber and plastic surfaces.

A high-gloss tire dressing with a bubblegum fragrance that provides 
a deep, rich shine and protective barrier to tires and other exterior 
rubber and plastic surfaces.

A premium, high-gloss tire dressing with a berry fragrance that 
provides a soft, satin finish and protective barrier to tires and other 
exterior rubber and plastic surfaces.

NAME SIZE PART # COLOR DESCRIPTION

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal.:
55 Gal.:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal.:
55 Gal.:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal.:
55 Gal.:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal.:
55 Gal.:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal.:
55 Gal.:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal.:
55 Gal.:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal.:
55 Gal.:

CBOOC008F03
CBOOC008F05-S5
CBOOC008F09

CBOOCV08F03
CBOOCV08F05-S5
CBOOCV08F09

CBOOCV08S03
CBOOCV08S05-S5
CBOOCV08S09

780728
780729
780730

CBOOC003T03
CBOOC003T05-S5
CBOOC003T09

CBOOCV03T03
CBOOCV03T05-S5
CBOOCV03T09

780803
780804
780805
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High Gloss
Dressing CL
   High-Gloss Tire Dressing

A fast-drying, high-gloss tire dressing with a strawberry fragrance 
that provides a deep, rich shine and protective barrier to tires and 
other exterior rubber and plastic surfaces.

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal.:
55 Gal.:

780610
780711
780712

High-Gloss Tire 
Dressing

A high-gloss tire dressing that provides a deep, rich shine and
protective barrier to tires and other exterior rubber and
plastic surfaces.

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal.:
55 Gal.:

CBOOC033Z03
CBOOC033Z05-S5
CBOOC033Z09

CLEAR



SOLVENT-BASED DRESSINGS (Cont.)

High Gloss
Dressing CL 2
   High-Gloss Tire Dressing

HyperSatin™
   Satin Finish Tire Dressing

Pitch Black™ 
   Satin Dressing

Dazzle™ 
   Gloss Dressing

Super Kote™ 
   High-Gloss Dressing

Premier™ 
   High-Gloss Dressing

Vibrant™
   Body Shop Safe Dressing

Vibrant™ 2
   Body Shop Safe Dressing

Bumper Kote™
   Bumper and Trim   
   Dressing

A high-gloss tire dressing with a strawberry fragrance that provides 
a deep, rich shine and protective barrier to tires and other exterior 
rubber and plastic surfaces.

A premium, fast-drying, satin finish tire dressing with a berry 
fragrance that provides a soft, satin finish and protective barrier to 
tires and other exterior rubber and plastic surfaces.

A premium, fast-drying, satin finish tire dressing with a strawberry 
fragrance that provides a soft, satin finish and protective barrier to 
tires and other exterior rubber and plastic surfaces.

A premium, fast-drying, gloss tire dressing with a strawberry 
fragrance that provides a deep, rich shine and protective barrier to 
tires and other exterior rubber and plastic surfaces.

A premium, VOC compliant, high-gloss dressing with a grape 
fragrance that provides a deep, rich shine and protective barrier to 
tires and other exterior rubber and plastic surfaces.

A premium, fast-drying, gloss tire dressing with a strawberry 
fragrance that provides a deep, rich shine and protective barrier to 
tires and other exterior rubber and plastic surfaces.

A silicone-free, high-gloss all-purpose dressing with a bubble gum 
fragrance formulated for use in body shops.

A silicone-free, high-gloss all-purpose dressing with a bubble gum 
fragrance formulated for use in body shops.

A polymer gel formulated to help restore the luster to faded
bumpers an exterior trim.

NAME SIZE PART # COLOR DESCRIPTION

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal.:
55 Gal.:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal.:
55 Gal.:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal.:
55 Gal.:

12/32 oz.:

5 Gal.:
55 Gal.:

4/1 Gal: 
5 Gal.:
55 Gal.:

4/1 Gal: 
5 Gal.:
55 Gal.:

4/1 Gal: 
5 Gal.:
55 Gal.:

4/1 Gal: 
5 Gal.:
55 Gal.:

780715
780716
780717

CBOOC007-03
CBOOC007-05-S5
CBOOC007-09

CBOOCV07-03
CBOOCV07-05-S5
CBOOCV07-09

CBOOC010-02

780809
780810

CBOOC050-03
CBOOC050-05-S5
CBOOC050-09

CBOOC051-03
CBOOC051-05-S5
CBOOC051-09

CBOOC053-03
CBOOC053-05-S5
CBOOC053-09

CBOOC052-03
CBOOC052-05-S5
CBOOC052-09
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GLASS CARE

NAME SIZE PART # COLOR DESCRIPTION

20/20
Perfect Vision™
  Ready-To-Use
  Glass Cleaner

Aqua-Wave™
   Concentrated (1:4)
   Glass Cleaner

Glass Cleaner
Concentrate
   Super Concentrated   
   (1:30)
   Glass Cleaner

Klearly OrangeTM

   Concentrated (1:4)
   Glass Cleaner

Glass Cleaner
   Aerosol
   Glass Cleaner

A streak-free glass cleaner that quickly removes dirt, bugs, 
smoker’s haze, vinyl fog and road grime from glass, chrome and 
other smooth surfaces.  Its ammonia-free formula is safe for 
tinted windows.

A streak-free glass cleaner that quickly removes dirt, bugs,
smoker’s haze, vinyl fog and road grime from glass, chrome and 
other smooth surfaces.  Its ammonia-free formula is safe for 
tinted windows.

A streak-free glass cleaner that quickly removes dirt, bugs,
smoker’s haze, vinyl fog and road grime from glass, chrome and 
other smooth surfaces.  Its ammonia-free formula is safe for 
tinted windows.

A streak-free glass cleaner with a citrus fragrance that quickly 
removes dirt, bugs, smoker’s haze, vinyl fog and road grime from 
glass, chrome and other smooth surfaces.  Its ammonia-free 
formula is safe for tinted windows.

A dry foaming glass cleaner with a pleasant spearmint fragrance 
that quickly removes dirt, bugs, smoker’s haze, vinyl fog and road 
grime from glass, chrome and other smooth surfaces.  The heavy 
duty foam clings to vertical surfaces allowing the perfume grade 
alcohol to clean to a streak-free shine.  Its ammonia-free formula 
is safe for tinted windows.

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal.:
55 Gal.:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal.:
55 Gal.:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal.:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:
55 Gal.

12/19 oz.:

676331
676332
676140

780327
780401
780406

CBOOE008C03
CBOOE008C05-S5

CBOOE008F03
CBOOE008F05-S5

CBOOE009-18
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NAME SIZE PART # COLOR DESCRIPTION

PAINTS & COATINGS

Kwiet Kote
   Undercoating

Rubberized Undercoat
   Aerosol
   Undercoating

Brite Mask
   Ready-To-Use
   Paint Overspray
   Protectant

Black Engine Paint

Aerosol Engine Paint

12/32 oz.
5 Gal:
16 Gal:
55 Gal

12/16 oz.

12/12 oz.

15 Gal:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal:

CBOOK035-02
CBOOK035-05
CBOOK035-31
CBOOK035-09

CBOOG012-18

CBOOG015A06

CBOOG002-03
CBOOG002-05

E12105

E12104

E12103

E12106

E12110

E12111

E12101

Semi-Gloss Black    

Gloss Black  

Flat Black  

Gloss Clear Acrylic  

Gloss White  

Import Magnesium
Lacquer   

Dull Aluminum  

A blend of resins that weather-proof the vehicle’s under chassis 
and help block out annoying road noise.  This product is ready-to-
use or can be diluted depending on application method.

Provides a protective coating to help prevent rust & corrosion, 
reduce noise and seal out moisture.   Also protects against salt 
damage.  Can also be used as a crack sealer for concrete, asphalt, 
gutters, flashing and roofs.

A water-based liquid that prevents paint overspray from adhering 
to exterior surfaces.

A corrosion-resistant, solvent-based, black paint that restores 
engines, frames and wheel wells to “like new” appearance.  This 
product is ready-to-use or can be diluted depending on
application method.

A comprehensive line of fast drying aerosol paints that restore 
engines and other metallic parts to their original color. 

CLEAR



MARINE & RV

NAME SIZE PART # COLOR DESCRIPTION

Pre-Wash
   Concentrated (1:10)
   Marine & RV Pre-Wash

Wash
   Concentrated
   (5oz/5 gal)
   Marine & RV Wash

Wax As-U-Dry™
   Ready-To-Use
   Marine & RV Wax

Element Shield™
   Concentrated (1:10)    
   Marine & RV Protectant

An exterior cleaner with a lime fragrance formulated to remove 
black streaks, insects, scum lines, road grime and light oxidation 
from the exterior surfaces of watercraft and RV’s.  Great for use on 
awnings, boat seats, boat carpets and similar exterior surfaces.

A high foaming soap with a berry fragrance formulated to remove 
light deposits from the exterior surfaces of watercraft and RV’s.  
The lasting foam holds deposits in suspension for a
scratch-free rinse.

An easy-to-use, liquid carnauba-based wax with a bubblegum 
fragrance.  Formulated to be used on wet or dry surfaces.  Its 
unique hygroscopic properties allow the wax to mix with water for 
fast, one-step wax as you dry without the risk of “whiteout”.  Helps 
condition fiberglass by restoring oils for a rich and durable shine.  
Added anti-corrosion agents help protect metals from corrosion.

A spray-on, rinse-off protectant with a peach fragrance for
exterior surfaces of watercraft and RV’s.  QUAT silicone
technology bonds instantly to surfaces creating a protective
barrier against the adhesion of bugs, bird dropping and grime.  
Use only on full body painted surfaces.  Helps keep your water-
craft or RV cleaner – longer.

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal.:
55 Gal.:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal.:
55 Gal.:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal.:

4/1 Gal:
5 Gal.:

810583
810582
810581

810585
810586
810587

810603
810605

810589
810590
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JANITORIAL

NAME SIZE PART # COLOR DESCRIPTION

Lotion Hand Cleaner
  Ready-To-Use
  Hand Soap

Grease Eater
  Ready-To-Use
  Pumice Hand Soap

Bio Floor Cleaner
  Concentrated (1:8)
  Biodegradable
  Floor Cleane

Chamois Cleaner
  Concentrated
  Chamois Cleaner

A lotion hand cleaner that removes dirt and grime while
conditioning hands.

A hand cleaner with mild abrasives that removes stubborn grease 
and grime from hands.

A water-based, biodegradable floor cleaner that removes oil, 
grease and grime from concrete, tile and painted floors.  Safe for 
oil/water separators.  Phosphate & NPE-free.

A high foaming liquid chamois and towel cleaner formulated to 
remove ground in silicones, grease, dirt and other deposits.  Can 
be used in washing machines or by hand.

4/1 Gal:

4/1 Gal:

4/1 Gal:

5 Gal.:
55 Gal.:

CBOOE015-03

CBOOE016-03

CBOOE054-03

782296
782297
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HEADLIGHT RESTORATION

NAME SIZE PART # DESCRIPTION

Headlight Lens 
Restoration Kit
   Complete Kit
  

Headlight Lens 
Sealant

  

Restores headlight clarity by removing hasxe from lens.
Provides durable, spray-on, protective UV Sealant.  
Professional results in less than 20 minutes.
Kit Includes:  3 OZ Aerosol Sealant, Mask & Tape, Sanding Block and 
Sandpaper, Cleaning Cloth.

Restores headlight clarity by removing hase from lens.
Provides durable, spray-on, protective UV Sealant.  

10/ 1 Kit

6/3oz. Case
6/15oz. Case

877872

877877
877876
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ACCESSORIES & FLEX BUFFERS

Car Brite offers a comprehensive line of accessories to meet your detailing 
needs. Visit our website at www.carbrite.com for a complete list.
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FLEX Rotary Polisher
CBA0017

FLEX Positive-drive Orbital Polisher
CBA0018

FLEX Random Orbital Polisher
CBA0019

FLEX Buffers



VOC COMPLIANCE WITH CAR BRITE

As of July 1, 2011, several states have adoped VOC regulations.  
These states are indicated in red on the map.  Each of these states 
enact legislation independently of each other and requirements 
may vary from state to state.

What are VOCs and why are they important?
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) are found in everything from paints and coatiings to 
underam deodorant and cleaning fluids.  When emitted into the atmosphere, VOCs are a 
major concern of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and state air quality boards all 
over the United States.  VOCs have been found to be a major contributiing factor to ozone 
depletion, a common air pollutant that has proven to be a public health hazard.

What products are impacted?
The majority of car care product categories affected are:

•  Adhesive Remover
•  Air Fresheners

•  Automotive Rubbing or Polishing Compound

•  Automotive Wax, Polish, Sealant or Glaze

•  Automotive Windshield Washer Fluid

•  Bug and Tar Remover

•  Car Wash

•  Carpet/Upholstery Cleaner

•  Engine Degreaser

•  Fabric Protectant

•  General Purpose Cleaner

•  General Purpose Degreaser

•  Glass Cleaner

•  Graffiti Remover

•  Hand Cleaner

•  Leather Care

•  Metal Polish/Cleaner

•  Multi-Purpose Solvents

•  Odor Remover/Eliminators

•  Paint Thinner

•  Rubber/Vinyl Protectant

•  Spot Remover

•  Tire & Wheel Cleaners

•  Undercoating

•  Windshield Washer Cleaner
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Contact your Car Brite Distributor for availability
in your market.
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Statewide Select Counties
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